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Over Half a Century of Strategic Planning Performance Research – 

What Have We Been Missing? 

ABSTRACT 

Purpose 

The purpose of this paper is to provide a review of literatures and previous studies on the relationship between 

strategic planning and performance and propose conceptual designs and hypotheses using multidimensional 

constructs to advance our understanding of this relationship, contribute to existing debates in the extant 

literature and make recommendations. 

Design/methodology/approach 

A semi-systematic literature and previous studies (studied by various groups of researchers within diverse 

disciplines) review approach has been used in this paper to contribute to the debate on whether strategic 

planning affects performance and how. Using more recent knowledge about the strategic planning concept, 

the semi-systematic review looked at how research within strategic planning has progressed over the past five 

decades and its relationship with performance. 

Findings 

In the past the strategic planning performance relationship has been treated as a black box and this paper 

proposes that the conceptualisation of a number of constructs and the inclusion of strategy implementation 

will help converting the black box into a white box. To strengthen support for the debate regarding the 

relationship between strategic planning and performance this paper proposes a further conceptual/operational 

design, mathematical expressions, and hypotheses to be tested empirically in further studies. The proposal 

provides a conceptualisation of the major constructs (strategy development; strategy implementation; and 

performance), and the use of strategy implementation as a mediator and/or as a moderator in the planning 

performance relationship. 

Research limitations/implications 

This study is limited due to fact that the findings have not been tested empirically, it is not a cross-sectional 

and/or a longitudinal research, and only a limited number of dimensions of strategy development and strategy 

implementation have been used. In addition, the approach used is a semi-systematic review followed by 
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quantitative thinking, which in turn, typically assumes the relevance of and a warrant mainly from a positivist 

epistemology.  

Originality/value (mandatory) 

The proposed design developed in this paper ensures that core issues in planning performance relationships 

research are addressed. Furthermore, the inclusion of strategy implementation in planning performance 

relationship studies means that the whole chain of activities in the strategy process is being considered, 

drawing a complete and comprehensive conclusion on how strategic planning affects an organisation’s 

performance. In addition, by separating strategy implementation and by not combining it with 

formulation/formation activities will theoretically and analytically help to evaluate the importance or role of 

each stage of the strategy process. Moreover, the conceptualisation and operationalisation of the key concepts 

as multidimensional constructs contribute to past research gaps. Finally, this paper provides some clarity to 

many contradictory findings concerning the strategic planning and performance relationship.    

Keywords:  

Strategic Planning, Strategy Development, Strategy Implementation, Organisational Performance, Conceptual 

design, Multidimensional measures, mediator/moderator. 

Introduction 

There is a particular and special area of strategy research that has captured the attention of strategy researchers 

for over half a century and that is the relationship between formalized strategic planning and performance. 

From the earliest writings (Ansoff, 1965) to what today is called strategic planning (Jaques et al, 2001; Philips 

and Moutinho, 2014; Wolf and Floyd, 2017; George et al., 2019; Desmidt and Meyfroodt, 2021), it has been 

expected that strategic planning will result in better performance outcomes. As the old adage says, “If you fail 

to plan, you plan to fail.” Over the past half a century a large body of research has focused on the use of strategic 

planning as a tool for performance improvement. However, two features of this literature warrant initial 

comment. 

First, despite that considerable effort has been made to measure the relationship between strategic planning 

and performance (Najjar, 1966; Guynes, 1969; Ansoff et al., 1970; Brews and Hunt, 1999; Goll and Rasheed, 

1997; Grant, 2003; Thune and House 1970; Stanwick and Pleshko, 1995; Glaister and Falshaw, 1999; Glaister 
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et al., 2006; Hamann, 2017; George et al., 2019) the results of these studies have been mixed and findings have 

been inconsistent and counterintuitive (Brews and Hunt, 1999; Pearce et al., 1987). Some studies found a 

performance benefit associated with planning (Armstrong 1991; Berman et al., 1997; Bracker and Pearson 

1986; Grant, 2003; Miller and Cardinal 1994; Rhyne 1986). Some studies suggest that the relationship is at 

best weak and tenuous (Brews and Hunt, 1999; Pearce et al., 1987). Other studies were unable to establish a 

link (Fredrickson and Mitchell 1984; Lyles et al., 1993; Rhyne 1987; Robinson and Pearce, 1984). So, concrete 

conclusions among interested parties remain elusive. Yet, inconsistencies have led some writers to reject 

formal strategic planning as a single best way to plan (Mintzberg, 1994a). According to this position, strategic 

planning is dysfunctional, yields too much rigidity, does not encourage innovative and adaptive thinking and 

is, therefore, irrelevant (Miller and Cardinal, 1994, Mintzberg, 1978; Mintzberg, 1991; Pearce et al., 1987).  

Second, much of the referenced extant literature is dated and this too is significant.  Academic studies on 

strategic planning have dwindled and, as observed over a decade ago by Whittington and Cailluet (2008: 242), 

the genre “has slowed to a trickle”.  In that decade-old review on strategic planning studies, Whittington and 

Cailluet (2008: 243) observe that there has been only one published report in the premier strategy journal, 

Strategic Management Journal (see Grant, 2003). They note however, that there is more interest in journals that 

are sensitive to practitioner concerns such as the Harvard Business Review, Long Range Planning and Sloan 

Management Review. A review of the current literature further supports Whittington and Cailluet (2008) view 

that practitioners seems to now dominate such that some of the best seller books on the subject are from 

practitioners (see e.g. McChesney et al., 2016; Hrebiniak, 2013). Notwithstanding that the whole subject 

domain of strategic management and strategic process are changing and there is need for recent studies to 

capture these changes and highlight the impact on organisations and individuals, this lack of attention persists. 

The most comprehensive recent review of strategic planning studies confirms this (see Wolf and Floyd, 2017, 

p1755). Others highlight that recent publications focus less on empirical research (see e.g. the Table 2 in Wolf 

and Floyd, 2017; and also Table 4 of Philips and Moutinho, 2014). They are mostly conceptual (Giraudeau, 

2008; Jennings, 2000); a meta-analysis of previous studies (George et al., 2019) or focus on the strategy-as-

practice (SAP) perspective, which analyzes the micro processes involved in strategic planning (see e.g. 

Whittington, 2006; Spee and Jarzabkowski, 2011). 

However, it is also important to note, strategic planning has been and is still widely used by organizations 

(Glaister and Falshaw, 1999; Grant 2003; Cailluet, et al., 2005; Rigby and Bilodeau 2005 and 2007; Hodgkinson 

et al. 2006; Gkliatis and Koufopoulos, 2013; Hamann, 2017). The notion that formalized strategic planning is 

dead is far from reality and, as noted by Whittington and Cailluet (2008: 243), 80% of reported companies are 
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using it as a tool for performance improvement. The most recent Bain & Company survey reports1 usage and 

overall satisfaction are still rated very high – albeit usage has declines somewhat (see Bain & Company, 2018). 

They also state that from 2006 – 2017 strategic planning has remained among the top ranked management 

tools used by organizations worldwide (see Rigby and Bilodeau, 2018; and also see similar at PwC Strategy&, 

2019). Again, in more recent times George et al, (2019) undertook a meta-analysis of 31 empirical studies also 

concluded that strategic planning has a positive, moderate, and significant impact on organizational 

performance. In general, there are diverging forces within the study and application of strategic planning that 

can be summarize as follows in Figure I: 

Figure I2: Skepticism Versus Acceptance of Strategic Planning 

It follows, therefore, that given the inconsistency of previous findings, the recent relative paucity of research 

and the continued use of and recognition of worth of strategic planning, that there is scope to return to the 

subject.  Therefore, the aim and purpose of this paper is to provide some clarity to the many contradictory 

findings concerning the strategic planning and performance relationship; explore the categorization of the 

problem; ask what has been missing that has made findings inconclusive; and in additional, conceptually 

propose a way to overcome it. 

We begin by exploring studies that measure a link between planning and performance and categorise how 

researchers over the past half a century have studied this relationship. We note that there are some 

methodological/measurement-related issues that needs further investigation. We also posit that 

inconclusiveness could be due to some missing variables taken as a “black box” effecting the conceptualization 

of the problem, note a white box alternative and propose that key the concepts – strategy planning and strategy 

1 Bain & Company is a consulting firm who every year or two since 1993 have conducted research to identify 25 of 
the most popular and pertinent management tools. 
2 The sources of all figures in this paper are of the authors own design. 
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implementation – should be measured using multidimensional measures informed by knowledge and 

understanding from recent previous studies that have investigated these concepts.  

We then develop and provide a research design that takes in recognition the operationalisation challenges 

emanating from methodological/measurement-related issues, and that can be used overcome the gaps, 

inconsistencies and issues identified.  We end this paper with a discussion and conclusion the importance on 

strategic implementation and how that could be the resolution of   missing link in strategic planning studies.  

Reasons for Inconclusiveness in Strategic Planning Studies 

We can trace the roots and motivation of Strategic Planning Studies over the past half a century or more. 

Early evidence that organizations had been formally undertaking strategic planning are provided by Ansoff et 

al. (1970) and Thune and House (1970) who reviewed organizations as far back as 1947 and 1958 respectively. 

These studies were significant milestones in the strategic planning literature. It is no surprise that almost all 

reviews on strategic planning performance cite these early pioneers’ work (see also Karger and Malik, 1975). 

Thereafter, a good starting point in tracing the roots of strategic planning research can be found in the 

subsequent narrative reviews and meta-analyses undertaken (notably, Armstrong 1982; Pearce et al., 1987; and 

more recently Hutzschenreuter and Kleindienst, 2006; Hamann, 2017; Philips and Moutinho, 2014; Wolf and 

Floyd, 2017; George et al, 2019).  

All these initial publications neglect the problem of implementation (see Sull et al., 2015; Hrebiniak, 2013; 

McChesney et al., 2016). Various reasons have been put forward over the years to explain inconsistencies and 

counterintuitive findings in strategic planning performance research. These can be decomposed into five 

categories: substantive factors, planning sophistication level, methodological/measurements problems, 

conceptual/operationalization simplifications and importantly the related neglect of strategy implementation 

(Brews and Hunt, 1999; Hrebiniak, 2006, 2013; Miller and Cardinal, 1994; Phillips and Moutinho, 2000). There 

have been previous reviews that have focused on substantive factors and planning sophistication level (see 

e.g. Miller and Cardinal, 1994; Goll and Rasheed, 1997). For this paper our focus areas will be on

methodological/measurements problems, conceptual/operationalization simplifications and the most 

important of all, the related neglect of strategy implementation. We note that these three issues are interrelated. 

First, there have been serious concerns about methodological, conceptual simplifications and measurement 

issues; which were highly noticeable in the early works and the form these took contributed to inconsistencies 

in findings (Bergh et al, 2017; Aguinis et al., 2018). Key issues were the inability of researchers to clearly define 
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what was being measured, the crude classifications of planning behaviors (the sole use of dichotomous or 

trichotomous classifications), and poor conceptualizations/operationalisation. As noted by some researchers 

(Boyd, 1991; Boyd, Gove and Hitt, 2005; Brews and Hunt, 1999); these studies failed to operationalize the 

key constructs adequately, resulting in issues of measurement error, poor reliability and validity. This led Boyd, 

Gove and Hitt (2005) to conclude that to resolve the debate on the strategic planning performance 

relationship, future research should focus on construct measurement.  

Second, the planning to performance relationship could also be more complex than had previously been 

supposed. Most past studies used simplistic conceptualizations in contrast to sister disciplines in business 

management. For example, in Organizations studies (Gunkel et al, 2016); in Marketing (Babin et al, 2008) and 

in HRM (Ringle et al., 2018), - all have used more complex research designs, as compared to strategic planning 

research. 

Third, in all the initial studies, the focus has been on trying to find a relationship between the drawing up of 

plans and organization performance. There is little mention of how these plans, when drawn up, will be put 

into action. The earlier discussions suggest that planning (or solely the capacity to draw up plans) will thus 

dominate the planning-performance relationship. However, the most sophisticated plans, if not put into 

action; result in the status quo (Heracleous, 2000). Also, Hambrick and Cannella (1989: 278) state that, 

"Without successful implementation, a strategy (plan) is but a fantasy." Studies drew conclusions from an assessment 

of the firm’s ability to produce the strategic plan rather than assessing whether and how it was put into action 

– the implementation of the plan (Chebat, 1999; Parsa, 1999; Pearce et al., 1987; Whittington and Cailluet,

2008).  Conceptually, researchers have depicted the relations as shown in Fig II, where the strategy planning 

construct (which in most cases is operationalised as strategy formulation/formation) is direct to the 

performance construct. This implies that the issue of how the strategy was implemented is absent from this 

conceptualization and operationalisation. It can therefore be concluded from the above that in the strategic 

planning-performance literature, the issues relating to strategy implementation have been neglected, and 

treated as a black box or at best bundled with the strategy formulation aspect of the strategy process (Hrebiniak, 

2013; Mintzberg, 1994; Phillips and Moutinho, 2000; Flander, 2010).  

Fig II: Conceptualisation of the Planning – Performance Relationship 

STRATEGY PLANNING 

Variables used mostly are formation 

and/or formulation items. 

PERFORMANCE 

Variables used are mostly 

economic and/or accounting items 
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Detaching or Separating Formulation from Implementation 

One of the important debates on the nature and concept of strategy is on the detachment or separation of 

strategy formulation from strategy implementation (see Mintzberg, 1994a: 227 - 228; 1994c: 15). In their 

concluding remarks on the Learning School of Thoughts, Mintzberg et al. (1998: 208) wrote that, “... strategy 

development must above all take the form of a process of learning over time, in which, at the limit, formulation and implementation 

becomes indistinguishable”. Some other authors favour a separation of formulation from implementation (e.g. 

Hrebiniak, 2006; Hrebiniak and Joyce, 1984; Hrebiniak, 2013; Elbanna et al., 2013). For instance, Hrebiniak, 

(2006: 13) states emphatically that “Strategy formulation and implementation are separate, distinguishable parts of the 

strategic management process. Each can be differentiated and discussed separately, conceptually and practically”. He however 

notes that it will be a mistake if the “…view (is held) that one group of managers does innovative, challenging work 

(planning), and then ‘‘hands off the ball’’ to lower-levels for execution (implementation)” Here the emphasis on separation 

is on the actors and not on the activities of the process. So, this criticism is to do with separating the various 

actors of the stages and not the stages themselves. Since the basic premises of emergent strategy comes from 

learning through actions; then it will be dysfunctional if the actors of the activities are separated from each 

other. Even those on the side of non-separation; acknowledge that one can, for the purpose of analysis, 

conceptually view the stages as separate (Jarzabkowski et al, 2013; Mintzberg and Quinn, 1996:48). This is also 

the position taken by most writers of academic’s textbooks such that in most textbooks this is the emphasis 

(Barney and Hesterly, 2018: 26-33; Grant, 2016: 8; Johnson, et al, 2017: 12 – 15; Lynch, 2018).  

So basically, the detachment fallacy here is to say that formulators and implementors could be the same group 

of people since inputs from both processes help define the strategy and a detachment of one from each other 

will be dysfunctional. These formulators and implementers working together is at the heart of strategic human 

resource management (SHRM) when it comes to strategy implementation (Becker and Huselid, 2006). Greer 

et al., 2017), construe it at as a “all hands on deck” approach which must have all units within the organisation 

“getting their hands dirty” so as to achieve the strategic intensions of the organisation (Mistry et al., 2016). So, 

whichever side one takes on the detachment of formulation – implementation debate, an evaluation of the 

contributing or important role played by each of the activities should be of interest to all. Also, it may be that 

implementation rather could be everybody’s common ground in these debates; since both sides are concerned 

with it being relegated to a lesser role. 
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The Black Box in Strategic Planning Studies 

It has long been the concern of several writers; King (1983); Pearce et al., 1987; Hambrick and Cannella (1989); 

Hopkins and Hopkins, 1997 – and more later by Whittington and Cailluet (2008) that the whole strategy 

process should not be taken as a black box; since all that happens inside should be of interest. However, a 

closer examination indicates that initial frameworks used is to treat strategic planning-performance as a black 

box highlighting (see Figs III)  

This treatment offers a different perspective to address strategic planning and its impacts among 

organizational performance, in which research will provide the most common inputs (I) taken by scholars and 

practitioners vs desired strategical outputs (O). The general idea pretends to determine the most common 

variables immersed within the processes that affects the performance of the organization. 

Figure III.- Strategic Planning as a Blackbox Framework. 

From Black Box Concept of the Strategy Process to a White Box Concept 

A black box concept or analysis is mostly attributed to the works of Wilhelm Cauer who published his ideas 

in their most developed form in 1941 (see Cauer, et al., 2000). It is a concept mostly written about in philosophy 

and science (Latour, 1999; Bijker et al., 1987; Winner, 1993). In such a concept, we are only interested in the 

input and output of the box (see Fig III). Whatever is in between the input and output is considered as a black 

box and ignored. In philosophy, a prominent theory on the black box concept is the so called "black box 

theory of consciousness", which states that the mind is fully understood once the inputs and outputs are well 

defined, and generally couples this with a radical scepticism regarding the possibility of ever successfully 
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describing the underlying structure, mechanism, and dynamics of the mind (Friedenberg and Silverman, 2006). 

In other words, we cannot open the mind and simply "peek" inside. We can only do something to the mind 

and from the results guess what goes on inside. It is also well used in marketing and consumer behaviour 

(Sandhusen, 2000) and health service research (Feshbach, 1979).  

An alternative view of this is that found in science and engineering, where a black box is a device, system or 

object which can (and sometimes can only) be viewed solely in terms of its input, output and transfer 

characteristics without any knowledge of its internal workings (Beizer and Wiley, 1996; Ashby, 1956). Such a 

device or system could be a transistor or an algorithm. The difference here is that in science and engineering 

it is now possible and of interest for the inner components or logic to be available for inspection in the system 

(such as a free software/open source programme). In such a situation, we are no longer referring to it as a 

black box; but rather a white, glass or clear box. Such a free software/open source programme and opening 

of the black box has now resulted in tremendous advances in technology. Similarly, the notion of examining 

what is in the black box is now of interest to those in social science to illustrate what could be hidden and 

thus ignored (see e.g. Pelled et al., 1999; Mintzberg et al, 1998, pg. 370; Sirmon et al., 2007).  

Analogously and similarly, in the discussions on the separation of formulation from implementation, although 

some writers advocate that such separation is artificial, the view taken by this paper is that it will be 

conceptually and analytically useful to look into the strategy process, identify major activities in the process, 

and separate these in order to find the unique contributing roles of these activities. It was also established in 

the previous discussion that even for those who do not favour a separation, their bone of contention was 

separating the actual actors (the group of persons that carries out the activities) in the strategy process more 

than separating the activities themselves. It could then be worthwhile to view the strategy process as a white 

box instead of a black box. This supports the views of Hrebiniak (2006; 2013) and Hrebiniak and Joyce (2001) 

who advocate that separation could help explain the variation in performance of different organisations. 

However, and equally, this in a way also supports the view of those who have advocated that we should not 

separate the actors in the whole strategy process since if we do we could be over-emphasising the importance 

of one department from the other and not considering that each of the activities in the strategy process are 

equally valuable (Becker and Huselid, 2006; Mistry et al., 2016; Greer, et al., 2017).  
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The definition and Operationlisation of Strategic Planning Constructs – a Methodological and 

Measurement Issue.  

Constructs comes from conceptual definitions which are first operationalised from the concepts before being 

measured. Several authors in management (see e.g.  Adcock and Collier, 2001; Goertz, 2006; MacKenzie et al., 

2011) have highlighted the need of a  good conceptual definition which should identify the set of fundamental 

characteristics or key attributes that are common (and potentially unique) to the phenomenon of interest; 

since a lack of conceptual clarity causes a number of problems—both at the conceptual and the operational 

levels; increases the likelihood of a mismatch between the concept and measures or manipulations of it (Locke, 

2012; Molloy et al., 2011; Suddaby, 2010). For example, Heggestad et al (2019) noted the importance of getting 

construct measurement right since it is a foundation on which organizational science is built. Netemeyer, 

Bearden, and Sharma (2003) notes that one of the main causes of these measurement problems is a poor 

definition of the concept in the first place. A vague and ambiguous definitions conveys only in a general way 

information about the nature of the variable and is of little value in providing guides for the development of 

appropriate operations and could results in the operationalization of a construct may be either deficient or 

contaminated (e.g., poor item generation, poor selection of indicators for its measurement, focusing on only 

some aspects of the conceptual definition and ignoring others, poor choice of a manipulation, etc.). It is the 

view of this paper that, this is the issue of the past strategic planning studies 

Conceptual definition come by examining the noted that the domain of the construct (or concept) is uniquely 

a function of the theories and knowledge of the concept (Ghiselli et al., 1981; Heggestad et al., 2019). It 

becomes important to examine theories and knowledge of the concept of strategy and see whether, over time, 

these have improved. Therefore, an important consideration that has influenced planning performance studies 

is the ongoing debate on the nature, theory and practice of strategy (Ansoff, 1965; Hrebiniak, 2006; Hrebiniak 

and Joyce, 1984; Mintzberg, 1994a). 

Within the organizational contexts, many lenses have been used to examine strategy, and more recent lenses 

includes employing behavioural, institutional, political and resource-based theories as "lenses" for examining 

formulation in strategic planning. However, the most keenly contested debate had been on the discussions 

below. 

There is a large body of early literature where strategy is viewed as based on the rational, comprehensive or 

synoptic model. (Andrews, 1971; Ansoff, 1965; Hofer and Schendel, 1978,). However, in contrast, also in the 

early texts, there are those who advocate an incremental, emergent and learning view of strategy (Lindblom, 
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1979; Mintzberg, 1973; Quinn 1980; Wrapp 1984). This is often referred to as the synoptic versus incremental 

views of strategy or the debate of emergent versus deliberate strategies. This debate, also sometimes referred to 

as between the ‘design’ and ‘process’ schools of thought (Brews and Hunt, 1999; Grant, 2003), raises two 

important issues which are of interest in any planning–performance study.  

First, should the planning construct be conceptualised as a deliberate, explicit, rational and formalised mode 

or as an incremental, an emergent and learning mode? However, as noted by Hart (1992) and Goold (1992), 

rather than viewing planning in this dichotomous mode, there is commonly a mix of both approaches by 

organisations in their strategy development process. This view was later empirically tested, and the conclusion 

was that most organizations use a more composite approach in planning (Anderson, 2004; Anderson and 

Nielson, 2009; Brews and Hunt, 1999). The findings also confirm that effective organisations engage in more 

complex strategy development processes that recognise multiple modes, instead of a single mode (see Fig IV). 

Consequently, knowledge of strategy development has increased over the years; and conceptualisation and 

operationalisation of this concept could benefit from using composite modes rather than a single mode 

(Patanakul and Shenhar, 2012; Papke-Shields and Wright, 2017). 

Figure IV: Strategy Planning/Implementation related issues model. 
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The second issue is the formulation - implementation dichotomy (Hrebiniak, 2006; 2013; Mintzberg et al., 

1998). Those who normally favour a deliberate, explicit and formalised way of planning advocate a separation 

of formulation and implementation; while those who favour incrementalism, which is an emergent and 

learning way of planning, do not. Most past studies in planning – performance have tended to aggregate 

formulation and implementation variables into a single measure for planning (Hopkins and Hopkins, 1997: 

642). This approach introduces two issues. 

There is the danger of unequal emphasis placed on some of the activities; and this was the concern of some 

early writers and theorists in strategic management (Armstrong, 1982; Hopkins and Hopkins, 1997; Pearce 

and Robinson, 1994). The suggestion was that positive results from strategic planning are more likely to be 

realised by placing relatively equal emphasis on each component of the strategy process. Although in some 

studies, there has been inclusion of strategy implementation variables (Hahn and Powers 1999; Hopkins and 

Hopkins, 1997; Phillips and Moutinho, 2000); however, a closer examination of these will show that only 

small emphasis was placed on this activity. As noted by King (1983); Whittington and Cailluet (2008); and 

Flander (2010) somehow what happens between planning and performance is unfortunately treated more like 

a black box; and there is a planning to performance gap. 

In the research done so far, strategic planning is defined as a composing of strategy formulation and 

implementation; and sometimes the addition of other activities like feedback/control (see e.g. Wolf and Floyd, 

2017; Philips and Moutinho, 2014). This definition seems to try and mimic what we have come to know as 

the strategic management process or stages. Clearly in the strategic management process/stages, there is a 

process/stage of strategy development and a process/stage of strategy execution (see e.g. Barney and Hesterly, 

2018: 26-33; Grant, 2016: 8; Johnson, et al, 2017: 12 – 15; Lynch, 2018).  However, there also seems to be a 

disagreement on whether to consider the strategy development stage as comprising a formulation or formation 

approach (see e.g. Johnson, et al, 2017; Wolf and Floyd, 2017); and also the bundling of all the stages in the 

strategic planning process means some stages could be overshadowed or missed out in the conceptualisation 

of the model.  Consequently, the danger as noted by Boyd, Grove and Hitt (2005: 244) is that such aggregation 

in construct operationalization is not appropriate because there is the tendency to hide some sub-constructs 

and mask them as single variables. In the past, similar criticisms had also been expressed by other strategy 

theorists like Montgomery et al. (1989) and Snow and Thomas (1994). When such aggregation occurs, the 

unique variances explained by these separate constructs are lost, which does not assist explanations of study 

outcomes. If implementation issues are important in the whole planning–performance relationship, then their 

omission could present a methodological error. So, a facet of such conceptualisation is that implementation 
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related variables may be important in explaining why some firms perform better, and these implementation 

variables could explain more variance in the firm’s performance than those of strategy development variables 

(Hrebiniak and Joyce, 2001). 

Strategic Planning Constructs – Using Multidimensional Conceptualisations  

Various researchers in management, organisation behaviour (Bhargava et al., 1994; Chakravarthy, 1986) and 

in the field of statistics (Blalock, 1979; Cook and Campbell, 1979; Cronbach et al., 1972) have noted that 

certain concepts are multifaceted and more complex than the way in which they are represented in studies. 

For this reason, it is better to use multi-dimensional measures to represent the concepts, to capture the breadth 

and comprehensiveness of them and provide a holistic representation of complex phenomena. This enables 

the researchers to match broad predictors with broad outcomes and allows for more variance to be explained 

(Hanisch et al., 1998; Ones and Viswesvaran, 1996;). As noted by Ghiselli et al. (1981), over time and as our 

knowledge of the concept increases, what once was represented by a simple variable may now be a complex 

variable. For this reason, it has been suggested by some researchers (Bagozzi and Phillips, 1982; Boyd et al, 

2005; Katsikeas et al., 2006) that future studies should increasingly use multidimensional measures to help 

explain these complex phenomena. Examples have been Bailey et al. (2000) and Murphy and Shiarella (1997), 

who used multidimensional measures for strategy development and job satisfaction respectively. Also, unlike 

strategic planning research where limited efforts have been made (see e.g. Papke-Shields and Wright, 2017), 

in more recent times in other areas of the management literature this methodological advantage of using 

multidimensional measures has caught on (see e.g. Asiaei and Jusoh, 2015; Caputo et al, 2019; Gunkel et al, 

2016).  

So, and finally, the problems discussed above on past planning-performance relationship studies suggest that 

the concepts of interest are multifaceted and more complex than previously envisaged. For this purpose and 

more recently some writers (see e.g.  George et al, 2019; Bryson et al., 2018) had proposed there need to look 

into this multidimensional aspects since much variation could be observed and affect planning-performance 

relationship.  

Therefore, in this paper, we would propose that the two key concepts – strategy planning and strategy 

implementation – should be measured using multidimensional measures; and using the acquired knowledge 

and understanding from studies that have investigated these concepts. The respective dimensions themselves 

should be represented by multiple indicators, when possible. This will directly address the concerns of Boyd 

et al. (2005: 252), who strongly recommended that significant attention should be placed on measurement in 
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strategic management research by the use of multiple rather than single indicators for specific constructs, as 

well as the application of more indexes and scales to ensure high reliability of the measures used. As noted by 

Kuester et al. (1999), such multidimensional conceptualisations offer a coherent structure of multifaceted, 

interdisciplinary knowledge pertaining to the domain of a concept and this should help in resolving the 

problem at hand – which for this context involves the inconsistencies and counterintuitive findings in 

planning-performance studies. 

Conceptual Designs for the Strategic Planning Performance Relationships – Our Proposals 

We noted above and as shown in Fig III how the strategic planning performance relationship had been 

conceptualised and operationalised, and where implementation is completely absent and ignored. Despite a 

context of inconsistent findings the conceptual Strategic Planning – Performance relationship that has been 

stated in past studies (Boyd and Reuning-Elliot, 1998; Hopkins and Hopkins, 1997; Pearce et al., 1987) follows 

most often that of Miller and Cardinal (1994: 1650) - ‘Strategic planning positively affects performance, or more 

specifically, the amount of strategic planning a firm conducts positively affects its financial performance.’  This definition also 

highlights that most previous studies tends to use financial performance as the outcome variable.  

As discussed above and will be illustrated in the conceptual diagrams below, the key concepts required to be 

considered in the strategic planning performance studies should be strategy planning, strategy implementation 

and performance. Given that many past researchers did not explicitly define key variables, to avoid similar 

ambiguity, these will be defined in this paper. 

Definition and Operationalisation of Strategy Planning 

There are many definitions for the word strategy; most of which are similar and are unified that this word 

represents a long-term plan that enables the organisation to outperform its rivals (Barney and Hesterly, 2018; 

Grant, 2016; Johnson, et al, 2017; Lynch, 2018). For this paper, the word “strategy” will be defined using the 

definition offered by Barney and Hesterly (2018) as the long-term plan (or theory), position, direction and 

scope of an organisation, which aims to achieve competitive advantages for the organisation, to meet the 

needs of markets and fulfil stakeholder expectations. Strategy planning will be operationalised separately as 

the strategy development part of the strategy process. Strategy planning – the strategy-development process - 

is defined as the scanning, evaluation and the decision-making process in order to select the long-term plan 

(or theory) of the organisation. In this paper, strategy planning is thus concerned with the process of 

formulation/formation and the making of a strategic choice. 
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Most of the past studies cited above have tended to conceptualise and operationalise the strategy development 

stage as a single mode – formulation or formation of strategy. As noted previously, some empirical studies 

have suggested that organisations using a multiple mode approach for the strategy development process 

perform better (Andersen, 2004, Andersen and Nielsen, 2009; Bailey et al., 2000). Within the management 

literature it is accepted that the domain of the construct (or the concept) is uniquely a function of the theories 

and knowledge of the concepts (Nunally, 1968; Trochim, 2006); and over time as our knowledge increases, 

our representation of that concept will also increase (see also Ghiselli et al., 1981; Sreenkemp and Trijp, 1991). 

So, over the past decades – and as knowledge of strategy development has increased - conceptualisation and 

operationalisation of strategy development could benefit from using multiple modes in a composite form, 

rather than a single mode. 

The strategy is usually a mix of formalised and deliberate as well as emergent and is supported by empirical 

research. Example, this mix was the termed “planned emergence” by Brews and Hunt (1999) and Robert Grant 

(2003), and more recent as  rational adaptive planning approach by Patanakul and Shenhar (2012) and Papke-

Shields and Wright (2017). We propose that the dimensions of formalisation and adaptivity are used to 

represent this combination. 

We have noted that strategy development could also be considered as a decision-making activity and the 

comprehensiveness of that decision is vital to the strategy development process (Fredrickson and Laquinto, 

1989; Fredrickson and Mitchell, 1984; Miller and Friesen, 1983). So, we propose, comprehensiveness is 

included in the dimensions in the operationalisation of the strategy development construct to represent the 

comprehensive and thoroughness in the decision-making aspect in the strategy development processes.   

During the strategy development stage, organisations use various analytical aids and tools in a sophisticated 

approach to arrive at the decision point and for selecting the strategy (Rigby and Bilodeau, 2007; Arend et al., 

2017; Vuorinen et al., 2018). Clark and Scott (1999: 36) defined strategy tools as “a generic name for any methods, 

models, techniques, tools, frameworks, methodologies and approaches which provide decision support”. So, finally included in 

the operationalisation of the strategy development construct is the sophistication dimension; which is the use 

of various analytical aids and tools in a sophisticated approach to arrive at the strategy. 

In summary, the four strategy development dimensions operationalised and measured as a multidimensional 

construct are: 
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o Formalisation: strategy development, considered as a deliberate, explicit and rational approach.

o Adaptivity: strategy development, considered as an implicit and informal, incremental and emergent

(over time) approach.

o Sophistication: the use of various analytical aids and tools in to arrive at the decision point and for

selecting the strategy.

o Comprehensiveness: a thorough approach to the decision-making activity in the selection of the

strategy.

The dimensions proposed here have been used in previous studies in measuring the construct; however, in 

most cases they have been used separately in a single mode as a measure of strategic planning.  

Definition and Operationalisation of Strategy Implementation 

Strategy implementation is concerned with the process of putting the firm’s strategy into action in order to 

achieve results for the organisation. The firm puts its strategy into action by making use of its managerial and 

organisational capabilities and skills.   

Similar to the definition of the term strategy; the definition of strategy implementation is virtually the same 

offered by various strategic management writers (Barney and Hesterly, 2018; Grant, 2016; Johnson, et al, 2017; 

Lynch, 2018). If we review some of these definitions; then strategy implementation can be defined as the 

realisation, execution, or putting into action of the organisation strategy through programmes, projects or tasks. Strategy 

implementation, therefore, is also concerned with the translation of strategy into organisational actions 

through organisational structure and design, resource planning/allocation and the management of strategic 

change.  

A review of several authors who have written on strategy implementation (see Galbraith and Kazanjian, 1986; 

Aaltonen and Ikavalko, 2002; Noble, 1999; Okumus, 2003; Yang et al., 2010; Ho et al., 2014), shows that these 

factors that impacts on strategy implementation could be grouped into two main variables: structures, 

organizational and managerial skills. Recently some researchers (de Oliveira et al., 2018; Amoo et al., 2019) 

suggested these sub-activities could include project/programmes, the design of the organisational structure, 

resource allocation, communicating; feedback/control and evaluation processes, compensation policy, and 

managing change.  
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Performance in Strategic Planning Studies 

In strategic planning research, organizational performance is taken as a distal outcomes and often this 

dependent variable has been economic/financial performance measures (Brew and Hunt, 1999; Fredrickson 

and Mitchell, 1984; Rogers, Miller and Judge, 1999; Hamann et al. 2013; Wolf and Floyd, 2017). This position 

in the past studies could be on how early writers had conceived as the purpose for strategic planning.    For 

example, as noted by Porter (1980) and Barney and Hesterly (2018), the essence of undertaking strategic 

planning is to gain competitive advantage over rivals – which are mostly measured as the economic/financial 

position of the organization. This operationalization of the performance construct has been the focus of much 

debate and research in strategic management literature (Chakravanhy, 1986; Delios and Beamish, 1999; Lenz, 

1981; Rowe and Morrow, 1999; Simerlv and Li, 2000; Venkatraman and Prescott, 1990).  The majority of 

measurements in strategic planning tend to use objective performance measures and focus on the economic 

benefits of undertaking the strategic planning activities. In a study by Boyd and Reuning-Elliot (1998), more 

than three-quarters of the relevant studies undertaken between the periods 1982 and 1993 focused on the 

economic benefits of strategic planning (see also Hamann et al. 2013). 

In more recent research, several writers (see e.g.  Andersen, Boesen, and Pedersen 2016; Hubbard 2009; 

Walker Boyne, and Brewer 2010; Fisk 2010; Walker and Andrews 2015) have argued that performance should 

be construed in a multi-dimensional aspect instead of predominate position of using only economic/financial 

measures. So, in pursuant of this, other management and organisational related dimensions like innovation, 

efficiency and effectiveness (Radin 2006), responsiveness and outcomes as well as more “governance”-related 

dimensions like as societal outcomes, environmental friendliness of an organisation and responsiveness to 

clients had been proposed and used (George et al, 2019). 

Although, all of the above are considered extremely important when assessing an organisation’s performance 

and effectiveness, there will always be challenges in obtaining data for such non-financial performance 

indicators.  

Mediation and Moderation in Strategic Planning Research3 

There are two main approaches to introduce the black box (implementation) into the strategic planning to 

performance relationship. First, this could be as a moderator, where the Implementation constructs are 

interacting with the planning performance relationship. Second, as a mediator, where the Implementation 

3 Some of the methods and approaches used in the following research design are an adaption of recent works by Caputo et al (2018 
and 2019); Gunkel et al (2016); and Ringle et al. (2018).  
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construct is directly in the middle and mediates the relationship, and we are now looking at the indirect effects 

of planning on performance. Notwithstanding, there have been some mediation/moderation studies in 

strategic planning research (see e.g. Rau et al, 2020), we in the following sections, provide details on our 

proposal of research design options that could be use. 

Strategy Implementation as a Moderator 

The concept of moderation in testing relationships has caught on in business and management research 

(Caputo et al, 2018; Alatailat et al, 2019; Rau et al, 2020). Simply put, a moderator variable could change 

(interact) the relationship between the predicting and the predicted variables (Dawson, 2014; Preacher et al, 

2007, pg. 191), and most studies tends to use the product indicant of the predicting and the moderator variable 

as a third variable in the model (Aiken and West, 1991; Hayes, 2018).   

In our proposed conceptual model, the four (4) types of strategy development independent variables will be 

hypothesised as having a direct relationship with the two (2) Performance dependent variables, and this 

relationship is also moderated by a number of Strategy Implementation mediating variables (e.g. five in this 

proposal). There will be also a number of control variables e.g. organisational size; environmental turbulence; 

etc.  

Moderation: Proposed Model Specification and Hypothesis Testing 

For the purpose of hypotheses generation and testing, we can conceptualise two models, based on the two 

main dependent variables, i.e. Performance 1 (P1) and Performance 2 (P2). With reference to Fig V, we derived 

equations for model 1 and 2 as follows: 

Model 1:   

     P1 = α0 + α1(FM) + α2(AD) + α3(SH) + α4(CP) + α5(IPi) + α6(FM x IPi) + α7(AD x IPi) + α8(SH x IPi) 

+ α9(CP x IPi) + α10(CV1-n) + ε1

Model 2:    

 P2 = β0 + β1(FM) + β2(AD) + β3(SH) + β4(CP) + β5(IPi) + β6(FM x IPi) + β7(AD x IPi) + β8(SH x IPi) 

+ β9(CP x IPi) + β10(CV1-n) + ε2

Please note: Where the α1-10; and β1-10 are the coefficients of the respective independent variables; α0; and β0 are the 
constant terms; and ε1 and ε2 are the residual/error terms. Also, where i = 1 – 5 as illustrated in Fig V; (e.g. IP1 = 
Feedback and Control (FC); IP2 = Communication (CM); etc.) and CV1-n = control variables (n being the number of 
control variables used in the model). 
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Regarding the five Strategy Implementation variables interacting with the two main dependents, we could 

then test for 2 x 5 regression equations (a total of 10 in all). We recommend the use of Moderated Multiple 

Regression Analysis (MMRA) for testing all the ten (10) equations (see e.g. Caputo et al, 2018). It is also 

recommended that all variables are mean-centered (Aiken and West, 1991; Dawson, 2014), and entered in the 

regression analysis in a hierarchical order as follows: first control variables; then the four strategy development 

types; then enter the moderator variable; finally the interacting terms as a product term of the moderator with 

each of the four types of strategy development types.  

Fig V: Strategy Implementation as a Moderator in the Strategic Planning – Performance Studies  

Strategy Implementation as a Mediator 

When it comes to using a variable as a mediator, there is even more debate in the literature on how we proceed 

(Sobel 1982; Baron and Kenny, 1986; Preacher and Hayes 2004; Jabeen et al., 2015),). Mediating variables 

suggest that the effects of independent variables are achieved indirectly through that variable and in that 

situation, we could have both direct and indirect effects (see e.g. Preacher et al, 2007, pg. 188).  

We propose the use of Strategy Implementation as a mediator variable in the relationship between strategy 

development and performance, and while in the moderation testing above, where the dimensions of strategy 
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implementation were used as aggregates, here, it is proposed it is used as a second order higher construct. As 

can be seen in Figure VI, our theoretical model comprises two dependent variables (Performance 1 and 

Performance 2), four independent variables (i.e., the four strategy development dimensions – Formalisation, 

Adaptivity, Comprehensiveness, Sophistication), and one second-order higher construct as a mediation variable (i.e. 

Strategy Implementation). 

Mediation: Proposed Model Specification and Hypothesis Testing 

Due to the many debates on how to test for mediation, we go through the process below that we propose 

could be used.  

Fig VI: Strategy Implementation as a Mediator in the Strategic Planning – Performance Studies 

Please Note: βm and am are the coefficients of the SDs (with m taking the values of 1 – 4 for the respective SDs, FM; AD; SH; 
CP); and αm and λm are the specific coefficients of i.e. Performance 1 (P1) and Performance 2 (P2) respectively. bm is the coefficient for 
the relationship between IP and PF. 
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With reference to our Conceptual testing model in Fig VI and using the Hayes (2018, pg. 6) simple mediation 

and also as illustrated by Preacher et al. (2007, pg. 188), we suggest the setup of the mediation process by 

adapting the approach of Caputo et al., (2019) and using the following equations.  

IP  = ao + am(SD) + ε1  equ. (1) 

and PF = β0 + βm(SD) + bm(IP) + ε2 equ. (2) 

where a0 and β0 are the constant terms; βm and am are the coefficients of the SDs (with m taking the values of 

1 – 4 for the respective SDs, FM; AD; SH; CP); bm is the coefficient for the relationship between IP and PF; 

and ε1 and ε2 are the residuals/error terms for estimating the two equations. For simplicity in all subsequent 

equations, the residual terms are not denoted (see e.g. Hayes, 2018, pg. 6). Also, for simplicity, we have not 

included the control variables. 

Combining equ. (1) and equ. (2)   PF  = β0 + βm(SD) + bm[a0 + am(SD)] 

= β0 + βm(SD) + bmao + bmam(SD) 

and rearranging PF = [β0 + bmao] + βm(SD) + bmam(SD)       equ. (3)       

So, from equ. (3), [β0 + bmao] now represents the constant terms. For the testing and conclusion reached about 

the hypothesis, the βm are thus the direct coefficients and if significant then it could be concluded that the 

direct hypotheses will be supported and if not then they are not supported.  

Several methods and approaches suggested in the literature when one wants to test if mediation exists (Kenny, 

2008; Preacher et al, 2004). The Sobel test (1982) and the causal approach by Baron and Kenny (1986) are 

some approaches that could be used – and these are not without their problems. For instance, the Baron and 

Kenny (1986) causal approach has been criticised for its low in statistical power (Fritz and MacKinnon, 2007; 

Hayes, 2009), whiles Sobel test in most cases could require that the sampling distribution of the indirect effect 

should to be normal.  Some researchers thus suggest the use of bootstrapping (Bollen and Stine, 1990; Hayes, 

2009). This has now become more popular since the advent of more sophisticated analytical software’s, like 

Structural Equation Modelling (SEM).  As noted by Caputo et al., (2019), caution though needs to be taken 

that the sample used in the analysis should be large enough to reduce the risk of committing a type 1 error 

(Koopman et al, 2015 suggests that n > 100).   
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In our equ. (3) above, let’s now represent the coefficients bmam by γm. Then γm now represents the indirect 

coefficients of the respective SDs and if they are significant, then we can conclude that there is a full mediation 

of the SDs to PF relationships by IP and any mediation hypothesis are supported; and if not, then there is no 

mediation by IP and the respective hypotheses are not supported. If for any SD both βm and γm are significant, 

then we will conclude that there is only partial mediation.  We can now put the two performance types (PF) 

and also the four strategy development dimensions (SD) in equ. (3), and again for simplicity the constant is 

not denoted in the final two equations below (see e.g. Hayes, 2018, pg. 6). For the two performance types, we 

could specify the following:  

For the Performance 1 (P1) lets now use α to represents the betas, (βm) 

P1 = α1(FM) + γ1(FM) + α2(AD) + γ2(AD) + α3(SH) + γ3(SH) + α4(CP) + γ4(CP) 

For the Performance 2 (P2), we have (let’s now use λ to represents the betas, (βm) 

P2 = λ1(FM) + γ1(FM) + λ2(AD) + γ2(AD) + λ3(SH) + γ3(SH) + λ4(CP) + γ4(CP) 

With the use of SEM software, the indirect standardised coefficients (γm) and the p-values for a simple 

mediation test as like we have in our model shown in Fig. VI could then be determined. 

Proposed Hypotheses Development and Set up 

We propose that a number of ways hypotheses could be developed and tested for both when Strategy 

Implementation is acting either as a moderator or a mediator. According to our proposed conceptual models 

in Figs V, VI and VII, the following could be hypothesised:  

H1a – 4a: The direct relationships between the four Strategy Development dimensions and Performance 1 

(e.g. Strategy development through formalisation will be negatively related to Performance) 

H1b – 4b: The direct relationships between the four Strategy Development dimensions and Performance 2 

(e.g. Strategy development through formalisation will be positively related to Performance) 

Specifically, when Strategy Implementation is acting as a mediator, the mediation hypotheses could be 

H1c - 4c: Strategy Implementation will mediate the relationship between the four Strategy Development 

dimensions and Performance 1 (e.g. Strategy Implementation will mediate the relationship between Strategy development 

through adaptivity and Performance 1) 
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H1d – 4d: Strategy Implementation will mediate the relationship between the four Strategy Development 

dimensions and Performance 2 (e.g.  Strategy Implementation will mediate the relationship between Strategy development 

through adaptivity and Performance 2)  

Similarly, when Strategy Implementation is acting as a moderator, then the following could be hypothesised: 

H1c – 4c: Strategy Implementation will moderate the relationship between the four Strategy Development 

dimensions and Performance 1 (e.g.  Strategy Implementation will positively interact with the relationship between Strategy 

development through adaptivity and Performance 1) 

H1d – 4d: Strategy Implementation will moderate the relationship between the four Strategy Development 

dimensions and Performance 2 (e.g.  Strategy Implementation will positively interact with the relationship between Strategy 

development through adaptivity and Performance 2) 

Fig. VII: Conceptual Diagram Showing the Various Hypotheses when Strategy Implementation is a Mediator. 
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NOTES: 
Direct hypotheses are denoted as H1a/b to H4a/b. Broken arrows are the indirect effect (hypotheses). E.g. H1a: will be the 
hypothesis that Formalisation will have a direct relationship with Performance P1; H1b will be the hypothesis that Formalisation will have 
a direct relationship with Performance P2, etc. Also, the H1c will the hypothesis that Strategy Implementation will mediate the relationship 
between Formalisation and Performance P1; H1d will the hypothesis that Strategy Implementation will mediate the relationship between 
Formalisation and Performance P2 etc.  

We have presented the above hypotheses as simple and straight-forward as possible. However, we are aware 

these could be more elaborately presented. In this vein, we leave it for future researchers to consider other 

designs, for example an overarching framework for study of strategic planning and its linkages with other 

constructs in the broader strategy process. Alternatively, a deeper discussion on the links between the different 

dimensions of the constructs featured in the design could also be further investigation to advancing our 

knowledge around such issues. For example, to what direction will the various Strategy Implementation 

dimensions, feedback & control or senior management involvement take when moderating/mediating the 

relationships between comprehensiveness and performance or adaptivity and performance. All these could be 

taken into consideration when an empirical study is embarked upon using our proposed design. 

Discussions 

The above proposed design ensures that core issues in planning performance relationships research will be 

addressed. Furthermore, there are several benefits that arise from this proposal: 

First, the inclusion of strategy implementation in planning performance relationship studies means that the 

whole chain of activities in the strategy process is being considered, drawing a complete and comprehensive 

conclusion on how strategic planning affects an organisation’s performance. The limited use of, or complete 

exclusion of, strategy implementation measures in planning studies commits a methodological error and 

creates internal validity problems. It was noted by past researchers (e.g. Pearce et al., 1987; Hrebiniak, 2006, 

2013; Miller and Cardinal, 1994; Phillips and Moutinho, 2000), how the non-evaluation of implementation 

plans produced by strategic planning efforts is not only flawed in analyses, but also could explain why there 

are so many inconsistencies in past research findings. This should also address the concern of Hopkins and 

Hopkins (1997: 637) and others who noted that better results are realised if equal emphasis is placed on each 

component of the strategic planning process (see also Dimma, 1985; Hopkins, 1987). 

Second, detaching or separating strategy implementation and not bundling it up with formulation/formation 

activities will theoretically and analytically help to evaluate the importance or role of each stage of the strategy 

process.  It was noted that the uniquely explained variances in firm performance could help in our 
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understanding of what happens in the black box of the planning to performance gap (Hambrick and Cannella, 

1989; King, 1983; Whittington and Cailluet, 2008; Flander, 2010). 

Third, the conceptualisation and operationalisation of the key concepts as multidimensional constructs should 

address the criticisms made of past research (Boyd, Grove and Hitt, 2005; Montgomery, Wernerfelt, and 

Balakrishnan, 1989; Snow and Thomas, 1994) that planning is measured as a one-dimensional construct 

instead of considering other dimensions of planning. Therefore, the use of four dimensions in operationalising 

the strategy development construct should contribute to the suggestions that most often organisations uses a 

more multiple approach in a composite mode in their strategy development processes (Andersen and Nielsen, 

2009; Bailey, Johnson and Daniels, 2000; Patanakul and Shenhar, 2012; Papke-Shields and Wright, 2017). 

Fourth and finally, notwithstanding some mediation/moderation studies in strategic planning research (see 

e.g. Rau et al, 2020), the proposed design  uses a more sophisticated approach in both the design and analytical

techniques like structural equation modelling (SEM), could help to unearth many findings concerning the 

relationships since techniques like SEMS are able to also model measurement errors (Hair et al, 2014). This 

should also address concerns by past researchers that strategy research tends to use crude conceptualisation 

and analytical techniques and thus failing to represent findings.     

Conclusion 

Many strategy texts trace origins to Sun Tzu’s “The Art of War” written in 400 B.C. (see e.g. Clegg et al., 2017, 

Pg. 3). Warfare in this vein focuses the whole idea of a strategy on the actions (i.e. the implementation) that 

will be taking place (Sull et al., 2015).  In this literature review and methodological paper, we have looked at 

how strategic planning performance research has proceeded over the past five decades and suggest that there 

is still no conclusive evidence that planning results in better performance outcomes. One key reason is the 

neglect of a vital component of study, i.e. strategy implementation (Hrebiniak, 2013). McChesney et al., (2016) 

is the number 3 bestseller book in Strategy and Completion (according to Amazon) and makes very poignant 

point of this neglect by observing that “when it comes to strategy and execution, although it is agreed that the biggest 

challenge is the execution, most business Schools teach more strategy than execution (see pg. xxiii). The fact that one can 

contrive an excellent menu for preparation of a meal, does not necessarily mean that the food will taste good. 

The taste will also depend on how the meal is cooked. So, analogously, good strategy requires putting it into 

action as an aspect of performance to be evaluated. The strategic planning performance relationship has been 

treated as a black box and we propose that the inclusion of strategy implementation will help resolve this. To 

support our position, we have proposed further conceptual/operational design, mathematical expression, and 
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hypotheses regarding how one can study this relationship. Our proposal includes better conceptualisation of 

the major constructs (strategy development; strategy implementation; and performance), and the use of 

strategy implementation as a mediator and/or as a moderator in the planning performance relationship.  

Strategic planning research waned in the strategy discipline due to criticism (Miller and Cardinal, 1994; 

Mintzberg, 1978) and because of the advent of more fashionable areas, like strategic learning (Mintzberg, 

1991; Sirén and Kohtamäki, 2016) and strategy as practice (Whittington, 2006; Spee and Jarzabkowski, 2011). 

However, strategic planning is perhaps due a renaissance (see Wolf and Floyd, 2017; Bryson et al., 2018; 

Bellamy et al, 2019; Posch and Garaus, 2020; Meyfroodt and Desmidt, 2021; Hughes and Hodgkinson, 2020) 

and this is for a number of reasons. First, strategic planning is still used by many organisations and seen as an 

important tool for performance improvement (Rigby and Bilodeau, 2018). Second, academic studies indicate 

that strategic planning and exercises like strategy workshops are an institutional process or routine for most 

organisations (Hodgkinson, et al., 2006; Healey et al., 2015). Third, in universities and places of higher 

education, we still teach strategic planning tools and techniques (Jarzabkowski et al., 2013; Johnson, et al, 2017; 

Lynch, 2018), knowing that they are useful for managers in practice (Wright et al., 20143; Oliveira et al., 2013). 

It is our intention that this paper encourages other researchers to use the conceptual design set out here to 

produce findings that foster progress.   

As a final comment, we would note some limitations. First, elaborate complex empirically grounded research 

requires funding and is unlikely to be cheap (albeit if effective must be considered cost effective). Secondly, 

we have used particular dimensions of strategy development and strategy implementation. Future researchers 

may identify other dimensions that could be suitable for divergent contexts. We define strategy as the long-term 

planning… (Johnson, et al, 2017), so the question of cross-sectional and longitudinal research comes into play 

when considering the strategic planning to performance relationship. It is an additional challenge to address 

this issue in strategy research. More fundamentally, our approach is rooted in quantitative analysis, which in 

turn, typically assumes the relevance of and a warrant from a positivist epistemology. There are, of course, 

significant limits to this in philosophy of social science, though quantitative methods are not by nature tied to 

positivism, since this is a matter of methodology not method (Powell, 2002; Mir and Watson, 2001; Bellamy 

et al., 2019). In any case, nothing in our proposals excludes constructionist or constructivist influenced and 

inductive work as potentially insightful regarding strategic planning and the performance relationship. Our 

intent is progressive and open to dialogue (see e.g. Rabetino et al, 2021).   
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Implications 

The inclusion of strategy implementation in the strategic planning-performance relationship model and the 

proposed conceptual/operational design, mathematical expression, and hypotheses regarding how one can 

study this relationship has significant potential impact on the actual organisational performance because of 

strategic planning with implications for leaders, managers, decision makers and other key stakeholders.  

Furthermore, the separation of strategy implementation from strategy formulation/formation activities will 

theoretically and analytically help to evaluate the importance or role of each stage of the strategy process. This 

paper also provides a conceptualisation of the major constructs and shows to both academics and practitioners 

how strategy implementation can be used as a mediator and/or as a moderator in the planning-performance 

relationship. Finally, the inclusion of strategy implementation in the planning-performance relationship means 

that the whole chain of activities in the strategy process is being considered uncoupled, drawing a complete 

and comprehensive conclusion on how strategic planning affects an organisation’s performance. 
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